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	The Renaissance: An Encyclopedia for Students Edition 1., 9780684312811 (0684312816), Gale, 2003
ARBA : "This heavily illustrated four-volume set is a derivative student edition based upon the more comprehensive Encyclopedia of the Renaissance issued in 1999 under the direction of the same editor...Individual entries are quite readable and are provided with marginal definitions of works that may be unfamiliar to the student, as well as references to related articles."
--ARBA (2004)

Doody Enterprises : "Scribner's has taken its six-volume Encyclopedia of the Renaissance (1999) and adapted it to produce this four-volume resource for middle and high-school students.  The entries are arranged alphabetically and feature events, people, places, monuments, and idea current between 1350 and 1620.  Definitions of terms are provided in the left margin of the entries.  The volume also includes maps, tables, boxes with short descriptions of concepts, and b&w illustrations.  Four series of color plates are included, on art and architecture, daily life, the city, and new frontiers.  Separate entries summarize art in countries of Britain, Central Europe, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, and Spain and Portugal.  Volume four contains a bibliography, organized by subject, of academic sources as well as some books for young readers."
 --Art Book News Annual, 2005

Booklist : "Another stylish and thoughtful adaptation of a larger Scribner set.."
--Booklist, Twenty Best Bets for Student Researchers (September 2004)

Doody Enterprises : "...still plenty of good maps and other illustrations as well as cross-references.  Significant but possibly unfamiliar words in essays are asterisked with brief definitions in the margins.  Essays reflect recent scholarly interest in popular and demographic history, as well as standard biographical and political topics.  Each of the volumes has an index to the entire set, a helpful feature.  The length and level of the biographical essays seem to be very similar to comparable biographies in the World Book.  Far more useful are the thematic articles, such as Literature or Technology, that restrict these broad topics to their significance during the Renaissance.  The scholarly authority of the original work, the essays? focus on the period, and the range of subjects all make this a title that large high school libraries could consider for history students."
--Catholic Library World (June 2004)

Choice : "Apart from omissions, Grendler's encyclopedia provides wide-ranging coverage of an important period at a level appropriate to undergraduates and high school students. Summing Up: Recommended. Undergraduate collections." 
--Choice (May 2004)

School Library Journal : "This accessible, well-organized work is based on the Encyclopedia of the Renaissance (Scribners, 2000)...The pleasing layout features entry words highlighted in blocks of gold tones and a decorative border that runs across the top of each page.  Researchers should find their needs more than satisfied by this appealing and student-friendly resource."
--School Library Journal (April 2004)     

       Based on the Dartmouth Medal-winning Encyclopedia of the Renaissance (2000), this set has been prepared especially for non-specialists, focusing on the Renaissance-era topics most studied in high school world history, art, literature, economics and science curriculum. Organized alphabetically, this illustrated, full-color set includes entries on a range of topics, including:
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Garageband 2: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2005
Whether you're a professional musician or a mere novice,  Apple's GarageBand software has everything you need to  produce commercial-quality recordings entirely on your own.   Just imagine how many thousands of singers and  instrumentalists remain undiscovered because they lack the  capability to produce viable demos.  Well, no...


		

CISA Certified Information Systems Auditor All-in-One Exam GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2009
"All-in-One is All You Need."



CISA Certified Information Systems Auditor All in One Exam Guide


Get complete coverage of all the material included on the Certified Information Systems Auditor exam inside this comprehensive resource.  Written by an IT security and audit expert, this...


		

Stochastic Systems: Uncertainty Quantification and Propagation (Springer Series in Reliability Engineering)Springer, 2012

	Uncertainty is an inherent feature of both properties of physical systems and the inputs to these systems that needs to be quantified for cost effective and reliable designs. The states of these systems satisfy equations with random entries, referred to as stochastic equations, so that they are random functions of time and/or space. The...





	

Nonprofit Internet Strategies: Best Practices for Marketing, Communications, and Fundraising SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Nonprofit Internet Strategies offers every charitable organization the opportunity to analyze their options and select the appropriate strategy to integrate traditional marketing, communications, and fundraising practices with their online efforts. 
    
 It is an excellent how-to guide--a practical manual for nonprofit staff...

		

Managing Your Money All-In-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Want to take control of your finances once and for all? Managing Your Money All-in-One For Dummies combines expert money management with personal finance tips. From credit cards and insurance to taxes, investing, retirement, and more, seven mini-books show you how to improve your relationship with money — no matter your age or stage...

		

Linux HPC Cluster InstallationIBM Press, 2001
Few people who use computers have not heard of Linux®. Linux is at the heart of a revolution that is fundamentally changing many aspects of how software is written and delivered. It remains to be seen where this revolution will ultimately lead. Far less nebulous is the Linux penetration into the scientific calculation arena, or more...
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